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Shaping The Future: Teaching Our Youngest Students

This year, the Class of 2000
entered kindergartens across the
nation, bringing home to
Americans the vital role played by
public schools in shaping the
future. Today, there is growing
consensus among researchers,
eaucators, public officials, and
parents, that the early childhood
years are critical to later academic
success. Teachers have long held
this conviction; now, major
studies substantiate their view.

In recent years, New York City
has placed great stress on early
childhood programs, putting all-
day kindergartens in place
throughout the city, and reducing
class size in grades 1, 2, and 3.
New York City is also among the
first cities in the nation to make
a full-scale commitment to pre-
kindergarten education, proposing
that the public school system of-
fer a place in a pre-K program to
every four-year-old New Yorker
by 1989.

In building these programs, we
have learned a great deal about
large-scale efforts aimed at our
youngest stemts. Most impor-
tantly, we know that simply
realigning resources does not
guarantee positive results. As we
implement new programs, we
must ask: How can a school

system best marshall its resources
to strengthen early childhood
education? What kinds of efforts
are likely to pay off? Which pro-
grams deserve support? Which
strategies are unlikely to succeed?
Which are counterproductive?

Research Brief #2 addresses
these questions. It draws upon
O.E.A.'s evaluations of recent
early childhood initiatives, and
reviews nationwide research, pay-
ing particular attention to cur-
riculum and professional develop-
ment. It highlights findings that
are relevant to policy formulation,
and suggests strategies for plan-
ning early childhood initiatives.

Investing in Tomorrow

Nationwide research shows that
investments in early childhood
education pre-K through grade
3 pay substantial dividends.
The Consortium for Developmen-
tal Studies (1983) found that high-
quality early childhood programs
can have a positive, long-term ef-
fect on academic performance and
social-emotional behavior, and
can strengthen children's c'iances
for future success.

More recently, a study of the
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Chicago public schools by the
Chicago Panel on Public School
Policy and Finance (1987) report-
ed that strong preparation in the
elementary grades is the most im-
portant predictor of later achieve-
ment. That study noted that
students from poverty areas who
attended schools where reading
achievement was strong tended to
perform well throughout their
school careers, and stayed in
school longer than students from
similar neighborhoods whose ear-
ly foundations were less solid.

New York City's experience
bears out these findings. Student
achievement data suggest that
children are profiting from our
early childhood programs. We can
point, in particular, to impressive
performances by last year's third
graders, the first group of students
to have benefited from the full
range of our early childhood in-
itiatives: all-day kindergarten and
reduced class size in grades 1, 2,
and 3. Compared to the previous
year's third graders, this group
registered notable increases in the
percentage of students scoring at
or above grade level in both
reading (a 4.0 percentage point
gain) and mathematics (a 4.3
percentage point gain). On the
State mathematics test, the per-
centage of third-graders scoring
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above the State's minimum
standard jumped a dramatic 8.6
percentage points.

Policy and Planning

While national and local -:x-

perience confirm the :r--.portaiice
of the early childhood years,
research data do not tell decision
makers which policies will be most
effective in promoting and sustain-
ing achievement. The literature
does point, however, to the need
for careful planning, coordina-
tion, and supervision.

O.E.A. evaluations of New
York City's early childhood pro-
grams underscore the importance
of front-end planning. Without
careful, detailed advance plan-
Ping, which may unavoidably
result in delayed program im-
plementation, large-scale early
childhood efforts are inevitably
flawed.

Nev, York City's public schools
enroll nearly a million children,
and citywide initiatives create
daunting logistical problems. To
double the length of the kinder-
garten day systemwide. the Board
of Education had to double the
number of kindergarten class-
p:,oms and teachers. In effect, we
had to accommodate an additional
30,000 children the equivalent
of the entire Rochester, New York
school system not only with
classrooms and teachers, but also
with furniture, equipment, learn-
ing materials, and meals (0.,. A.
1986a).

Introducing a major new
program often creates a ripple
effect. RCducing class size means
locating and then equipping new

classrooms. It also means hiring
new teachers, and enough staff
development specialists and super-
visors to work with them. It means
creating a curriculum at exploits
opportunities for small-group and
individual instructicn, orienting
staff to its implementation, and
developing or acquiring ap-
propriate materials. The hurdles
are steep.

When policy-makers ask district
and school staff to meet all of
these challenges at once, com-
promise is inevitable. Class size
reductions provide a telling exam-
ple. When New York City capped
class size in the early grades, the
most drastic cuts were made in
first grades at the 99 elementary
schools with the lowest reading
scores (O.E.A. 1986b). Like all of
the city's early childhood in-
itiatives, this policy requires
additional teachers ideally,
seasoned professionals. But

VIEWPOINT

experienced teachers are hard to
come by in the context of today's
national teacher shortage. New
staff were hired mainly from a
pool of recent graduates, and
those children with the weakest
academic skills found themselves
in classrooms presided over by the
least experienced teachers.

This paradox dramatizes the
policy-maker's dilemma: Should
vital programs be postponed or
phased in slowly to ensure su,--
cessful start-tip? Or does intense
student need justify bold action
and large-scrle efforts that may
founder in their early years, but
that ultimately produce more
benefit than harm?

Again, research provides no
simple answers to these questions.
However, the public's demand for
immediate educational improve-
ment appears to be a mandate for
action. We cannot keep promising

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF O.E.A.

Learning from the Private Sector

Our school system is very much in the public eye. New Yorkers from every
walk of life are paying attention to what goes on in our classrooms, and are
asking educational leaders to act now to turn the system around, using every
possible resource at their disposal.

This is a time for action, but action and planning must go hand in hand.
We as educators have a great deal to learn from the private sector in this area.
CEOs of corporations many times smaller than our school system would not
dream of launching a large-scale undertaking a project of the scope of our
citywide early childhood initiatives without a rigorous plan that anticipates
short-term problems and charts a course over the next three to ten years. They
would not make the required investments without confidence that the power-
ful tools of strategic planning and logistics had been fully exploited.

Toda), many New Yorkers sense movement in the effort to improve educa-
tion, to shake up the status quo, and are looking for ways to lend a hand. As
we explore areas of cooperation with the academic and business communities,
we might well seek assistance from specialists in these highly sophisticated
disciplines.
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initiatives on hold to ensure that
every detail of implementation has
been resolved. At the same time,
we cannot proceed without think-
ing through the implications of
our policies, or without a rigorous
planning process. (See "Learning
from the Private Sector:')

Looking at Curriculum

Student achievement data show
that New York City's early child-
hood efforts are beginning to pay
off. At the same time, we know
that stretching the school day or
cutting class size may not be
enough to sustain student achieve-
ment. We need to ask: What goes
on during those additional class-
room hours? How does trimming
class size affect instructional
strategies?

And when we put pre-schoolers
into public school classrooms,

TRENDLINES -USA

what should we be doing with
them? In the post-Sputnik era,
pressure mounted to begin
teaching academic skills to
younger and younger children. To-
day, a number of early childhood
educators question the wisdom of
teaching basic academic sk;"s to
three- and four-year-olds. Spodek
(1942) finds no evidence that pre-
school programs emphasizing
academic instruction result in
greater long-term gains. Elkind
(1986) concludes that academical-
ly-oriented programs can actually
place some children at educational
risk. Although research indicates
that a variety of programs promote
achievement and cognitive skills, it
points to the efficacy of an ap-
proach that begins with experien-
tial activities, stressing oral com-
munication, and gradually pro-
ceeds to more formal, structured
academic work. The timing of the
transition depends on the needs of
the children; however, researchers
do stress continuity. The literature

The Case for Pre-School Programs

For the first time in recent decades,, more pre-school children are likely to
have a working mother than not. According to the Child Care Action Cam-
paign (1986), 54 percent of children Under age six have working mothers. Enroll-
ment rates in pre - school programs have been rising dramatically, regardless of
the mother's work status. In 1980, for instance, 41 percent of four-year-olds with
non-working mothers were enrolled in a pre-school program (Chorvinsky, 1982).

Research by the Consortium for Developmental Studies shows early childhood
programs benefit young students. Participants are

half as likely to be assigned to special education classes

less likely to be retained on grade

More likely to score well on 1Q'tests

more likely to *ion:trate:positive attitudes toward school

more likely, to give achievement- oriented responses during interviews

The COMOrtium conclUded that although no single approach meets the needs
of all,pre-schoOl children, a range of strategies can be effective with different
groups of children, if the programs are carefully designed and supervised.

suggests that experiential activities
should remain an important ele-
ment of classroom activities as
children master fundamental
reading skills. This allows them to
synthesize their academic and
"real-life" skills, and to experiment
with them.

In pre-K and kindergarten
classes, New York City has taken
a tack that is consistent with na-
tional studies. Generally speaking,
classes offer children opportunities
to develop oral language skills, and
give them first-hand experiences
that relate directly to their interests
and backgrounds, and are ap-
propriate to their age and stage of
development (O.E.A. 1986a).

However, we see a sharp decline
in both experiential activities and
oral-language development after
kindergarten (O.E.A. I986b). This
is an alarming trend particular-
ly in r. city where nearly half of the
children entering kindergarten do
not speak English at home.

This discontinuity is only part
of the problem, and O.E.A. evalua-
tions indicate that close attention
to curriculum is vital to any early
childhood effort (O.E.A. 1986c).
In addition to experiential ac-
tivities and oral-language develop-
ment, teachers need curricular sup-
port in these areas:

I) Combining experiential and
academic learning: Using ex-
periential learning to motivate
children as they learn to read,
and to support an aggressive
program of reading instruction.

2) Adapting strategies to smaller
classes: Whole-group instruc-
tion remains the rule rather
than the exception, despite cuts
in class size.
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3) Making productive use of class
time: O.E.A. evaluators con-
cluded that, generally speaking,
too much does time is used for
activities not directly related to
instruction including such
"management tasks" as lining
up, distributing materials, and
waiting.

4) Science and social studies:
These areas are presently given
short shrift in our early child-
hood classes.

Curriculum development alone
is not sufficient. Even when
content and methods are clearly
spelled out, teachers do not follow
them consistently. Clearly, cur-
riculum development goes hand in
hand with serious, ongoing staff
development efforts.

Language-Minority Children

Nationwide, some 3.4 million
children lack sufficient English-
language skills to succeed in school
programs (Dolson, 1985). These
children are at the center of na-
tional debate that touches on
political and economic as well as
pedagogic concerns. Who should
receive bilingual services? What
kind of services should be offered?
At what point? For how long?

Studies on the efficacy of
bilingual education in early child-
hood are inconclusive, but most
find that some use of the home
language in the classroom eases a
young child's transition from home
to school. Researeezrs tend to sup-
port Cummins' hypothesis (1981),
that instruction in the first
language promotes proficiency in
the second language as well, pro-
vided that there is adequate ex-

1
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posure to the second language and
motivation to learn it. Proponents
of transitional bilingual education
and supporters of the "immersion"
approach both recognize the im-
portance of using the home
language to facilitate linguistic and
cognitive development and support
the introduction of the second
language at an early age. Research-
ers have not yet agreed upon the
optimal age for introducing
second-language instruction.

A growing proportion of New
York City's youngest students
speak a language other than
English at home (O.E.A. 1986d).
(See PendlinesNYC.) The vast
majority are Sp?nish-speaking; the
next largest group is Chinese-
speaking. O.E.A. studies show that
these children need help. Half of
the first graders at the 99 lowest
performing schools spoke a
language other than English at
home. Kindergarten children from
Spanish-speaking homes did not
score as well on a test of school
readiness skills as those from other
language groups; these children
were less likely to have attended
pre-K programs than other
children.

Like other school systems with
large language-minority popula-
tions, New York City uses a varie-
ty of instructional approaches with
these children. Forty percent of
language minority kindergartners
were assigned to bilingual classes
in 1983-84; the rest attended
monolingual-English classes.
There are signs of pro,-,,ress: the
vast majority of children who, on
the basis of testing, are considered
limited English proficient when
they enter the system, pass a basic
English proficiency test by grade 2.

Teaching Our Teachers

Researchers agree that staffing is
the single most important factor in
delivering high-quality early
childhood programs; moreover,
studies say that professional
development has a greater impact
on program quality than other
staff characteristics (Travers &
Ruopp, 1978). Logue, et al. (1986)
conclude that without an effective
staff development program,
teachers may overlook the link
between experiential and academic
learning that is thought to be
critical to early learning.

Some comparative studies of all-
day and half-day kindergartens
suggest that class sizf! md adult/
child ratio are better predictors of
academic performance than the
length of the school day. In
allocating resources, hov ever,
decision-makers must take into
account the preferences of today's
parents, who are more and more
likely to work outside of the home,
and who tend to be strongly com-
mitted to all-day kindergarten.

New York City's experience sup-
ports the view that staff develop-
ment efforts are absolutely essen-
tial to early childhood efforts, and
that these efforts require concen-
tration and continuity. Our
youngest children deserve teachers
who demonstrate a high level of
motivation and preparation, and
who are familiar with major issues
of child development.

Today, school systems through-
out the nation fall short of this
goal. Educators agree that strong
preparation is important, but have
not reached consensus about how
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to ensure that teachers are fully
qualified. Three-quarters of the
states require no special licensing
for early childhood educznors
(Lamme et al., 1983). National
and state organizations concerned
with this issue have called for
credentials for early childhood
teachers, and oppose lowering
standards in the face of teacher
shortages.

Of course, licensing alone does
not guarantee effective teaching. In
its report on Project Giant Step,
the Mayor's Early Childhood
Education Commission (1986) has
taken a different approach, re-
commending training programs
that would develop a pool of
qualified teachers, and a gradual
expansion of programs as qualified
teachers become available to staff
them.

Teacher training has become a
top priority for many school
systems which, hampered by
teacher shortages, have been
forced to hire large numbers of
inexperienced teachers. New York
City is no exception. The Board of
Education has hired thousands of
new teachers, or teachers with
experience at other grade levels, tc
staff 1,s all-day kindergartens and
early grade classrooms. This
creased a glaring need for intensive
staff development a need that
current programs do not come
close to meeting.

In recent years, new early
childhood teachers have received
six to ten hours of special training;
an additional day and a half was
added for those at the 99 lowest-
performing schools. This staff
development effort was based on
a "turnkey" approach, and about
half of the turnkey trainers were

TAENDLINESLNYd

Profiling Our Youngest Students

O.E.A. has assembled a prof% of the children who took part in early
childhood programs during the past several years. The profile dray s on infor-
mation from evaluation reports, the citywide database, and findings of the
Mayor's Early Childhood Education Commission (1986).

Four-yetir-olds:

TWo-thirds of the City's four-year-olds belong to minority groups, and a
quarter are economically disadvantaged.

Many live in single- parent homes or have a working mother; however, two
out Of tiVe air not enrolled in any kind of early childhood program.

,

Landuat0010/k0114.1*:
Each year, more 444.15,000 of the thildrenwho enter our schools about
two out of not fpeak English k ie

ges Other thin English at home'PA P.4*On of children who
goo*:
Mthotigii,niorithan:20 percent of children entering kindergarten had
limihi.diiiPILiaiiii,.*01:181-1k.all but 5 *Cent:had *aired basic English-
language Aiu.f 1?-k.` the end of gride2,,,aatt no '1 driger_ctUalified for bilingual

-

,Athird:iii49854-Secoitti hact*Iiia0;hang0 schools at least once
doing their, brief _school -career's; t".diiiii44414- is associated with pOor achieve-

01"164ruldrenifiv icente7414.Iiiiiiten in 1983 -84, 17 percent had
left,the Osiera-tiefaitthey-ii440-gratie,2.
30 percent of 1985 -86 second graders were new entrants, most of whom had
no NYC kindergiirt..eit'aiperience.

Second graders who attended NYC kindergarten had much better trading
and mathematics achievement than those who did not.

Age:

By grade 3, one of five children is older than the expected age for grade.

"Overage" children include mainly those who have been held over, and a small
number of children who were overage at entry to the system.

experienced teachers. During the
session, this was a definite plus;
but when these veterans returned
to their c% 'a classrooms, they were
generally unavailable to the new
teachers with whom they had
worked. And while the staff
development sessions stressed
small-group instruction, indepen-
dent learning activities,' and a
thematic approach to lesson

planning, O.E.A. evaluators found
that these strategies rarely
translated into classroom activities.

0.E.Als findings suggest that we
need to identify cadres of ex-
perienced, successful early child-
hood teachers, and find ways to
extend their reach without
diminishing their effectiveness in
their own classrooms.
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Sizing Up Our Classrooms

Reseachers have yet to reach
consensus on optimal class size.
However, research suggests that if
children are to benefit from class-
size reductions, there must be a
corresponding shift to small-group
and individual instruction. This
finding links three major elements
in early childhood education: class
size, curriculum planning, and
teacher training.

Reviewing the literature on class
size, the Educational Research
Service (ERS) found that in grades
K through 3, "small" class size
(meaning 22 children or less) is
related to improved reading and
mathematics achievement (1986).
ERS also found that small class
size enhances children's behavior
and attitudes; bolsters achievement
by students of lesser academia
ability; strengthens achievement by
economically-disadvantaged and
ethnic-minority students; and
boosts teacher morale.

Researchers draw a distinction
between class size and the adult/
child ratio, asserting that large
classes impede young children's
ability to learn, no matter how
many adults are present. In New
York City, not all of the 99 lowest-
performing schools had enou::.
available cla,,5rooms to cap first-
grade class size at 15. This affected
average class sizes and adult / child
ratios: classes of up to 16 children
were assigned one teacher; classes
with 17 to 23 children were
assigned one teacher and one para-
professional; larger classes of up to
50 pupils were assigned two
teachers. On the whole, the classes
with a teacher and a paraprofes-
sional performed best, while the

double classes (particularly the
bilingual) were least successful.
(O.E.A. 1986e).

The Illinois State Board of
Education conducted its ow n
review of the literature, and con-
cluded that, in general, the fewer
children per adult, the more effec-
tive the program. Research sug-
gests that an adult/child ratio of
1:15 or better through grade 3 may
indeed help children sustain short-
term gains, so that they can profit
in later learning situations where
less individual attention is
available (Sava, 1985).

Parents as Partners

Unlike the highly charged issue
of bilinual education, parent in-
volvement in early childhood pro-
grams sparks little debate. Recent
studies strongly indicate that
parent involvement has a positive
impact on children's cognitive
development, reasoning skills, and
academic achievement, and should
be an important component of
early childhood programs (Irvine,
1982). Schweinhart & Weikart
(1986) urge that parents be treated
as partners or colleagues in the
educational process, and Hoegl
(1985) found that participation
makes parents more aware of their
children's affective needs and
cognitive development. In its
report on Project Giant Step, the
Mayor's Early Childlmod Com-
mission (1986) recommended
extensive parent involvement in
early childhood programs, with
minimum standards built into pro-
gram designs.

As more and more mothers of
young children enter the work

force, gauging the impact cf parent
involvement appears to be simpler
than securing that involvement.
O.E.A. survey data from parents of
all-day kindergartners show a high
level of interest in their children's
early education, but little actual
participation. Most parents
reported that they visited the
classroom during open-school
week, attended parent-teacher con-
ferences, and helped their children
with schoolwork. But only one in
five said that they had helped in
the classroom or in the school.
O.E.A. studies suggest that as
schools develop strategies for in-
volving parents in their programs,
they need to pay particular atten-
tion to parents who are not fluent
in English.

Getting Results

National studies, and our
experience in New York City, show
that early childhood programs of-
fer substantial benefits when they
are well-planned and carried out.
By introducing major initiatives
throughout the system, New York
City has sought to boost children's
chances for future success. We can
point to encouraging data: children
who attended all-day kindergarten
have stronger readiness skills than
children who attended half-day;
children who enter school from
homes where English is not spoken
pass a basic English proficiency
test by grade 2; and children who
have been exposed to a full range
of early-childhood initiatives show
impressiv. gains in reading and
mathematics.

At the same ime, we have
reason to be conce:ned about the
quality of instruction day by day.
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Researchers' insights into effective
instructional strategies are wasted
if they are not translated into class-
room activities. The considerab e
resources required to trim class size
are wasted if children do not
receive more individua: attention.
Programs aimed at children with
weak skills are wasted if they do
not exploit the know-how of
experienced teachers.

Decision-makers must be
mindful of the full implications of
new policies, and the extent to
which those policies may strain the
resources of district and school
administrators. Administrators
need technical assistance as they
seek to implement policy and
coordinate efforts. And teachers - -
particularly newcomers to the field
- - need highly focused professional
development, appropriate cur-
ricula, and ongoing help in carry-
ing out those curricula. These are
the most important lessons of na-
tional research and of New York
City's recent initiatives.

.r.
O.E.A.
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HANDS ON
Planning Effective Provams

Recent research on early childhOod education' point to these strategies:

Phase in early childhood programs gradually, to allow curriculum planning
and teacher-training,-and the allocation of classrooms and'ataterials.

Design curricula to meet-children's needs.and ensUre,Oontinuity:of instruc-
tion. Provide forfora gradual from f*rieOtiO activities to more struc-
tured, tOrMallnitrnation.

Emphisii.e Oral:language development throughout the early childhood years.

Limit-Classes : pupils, and maximize-- small - group; an& individual
_ .

linprcive by reducing class than foimin g douhle-

sired L?iit!t-* **S.-
Devel°1404.041Ta!liirikf9r*IYA4141299tr-P41.4tOrivaddkss.1.1,)5 ma-
jor issuitindevelb*Okilt 0:*****iii:1441u40!
milluriti.StOCIdzsiatt40 Ym; -P10.cuSect

.

training:-

Develop-inethanismsfa encourage'colisisfenj,,p, riti;

When planning Provairs'iOr for:-sifirie;Use

of the home language to ease the transition from home-to scimok

Forthcoming

Future Research Briefs will
focus on these topics:

At-Risk Youth:
What programs and strategies have
improved attendance and reduced
dropout rates? At what grade level
should efforts begin? What are the
characteristics of an effective school
serving at-risk youth?

Staff Development:
How do we know that staff develop-
ment has been effective? What are
the advantages and disadvantages
of central versus lor:d staff
development? What can be done
to improve the retention of new
teachers? How can the needs of ex-
perienced teachers for professional
growth and new skills be addressed?
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